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Need for a compass

Recap: Meaning as a bridge

The Explorer     (Anthony de Mello)
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Overview
 Examine parts of logotherapy to look for a core, a heart
 Are there central concepts without which logotherapy cannot 

exist?
 How can we use these concepts in our own lives?
What is the meaning of meaning?
 How does meaning relate to the power of purpose?

Definitions
 Spirituality—that which is distinctly human
 God—“the partner of our most intimate soliloquies”
 Religion—the relationship of the person with God
 Responsibility—the ability to respond
 Conscience—the imperfect meaning-organ, found in the 

noëtic dimension

The compass of conscience

Research Methodology
 Toward a psychology that includes spirituality 
 Examine three theories
 Logotherapy: Frankl and Lukas
 Psychosynthesis: Assagioli and Gerard
 Spiritual Psychology: Sprunger

 Triangulation
 Each based on universal principles

 Each based on distinct foundations
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The “DNA” of logotherapy The “scales” of existentialism

How do I know that God exists…?

??
???

?
?

?
? ?

?
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Frankl’s 3-dimensional ontology: 
Soma, psyche, and noëtic 
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Frankl’s 3-dimensional ontology: 
Soma, psyche, and noëtic 

Frankl’s 3-dimensional ontology: 
Soma, psyche, and noëtic 

Soma: physical, 
mechanical

Psyche: emotions and 
intellect (“lower mind”)

Noëtic: choice, 
responsibility, free will, 
soul, human spirit, 
“uniquely human 
dimension” 

Frankl’s 3-dimensional ontology: 
Conscience, choice 

 Conscience: 
 Meaning organ (noëtic 

function)
 Imperfect

 Choice
 Out of a constellation, “the 

one choice” that is the best

Frankl’s 3-dimensional ontology: 
Soma, psyche, and noëtic 
 Conscience is found in the noëtic, yet it is imperfect
 Free will and responsibility in noëtic
 Noëtic requires choice, action
 Choices can be:
 Wrong or right, evil or good, false or true, partiality or wholeness

 The noëtic is potentially corruptible or perfectible
 This is the soul, the human spirit 
 The noëtic contains within it the treasure chest of healing
 No “nooses” (illness “in the spirit”) possible because the spirit 

cannot get sick (TTMD, p. 177)

Frankl’s 4th dimension
“A higher dimension, by definition, is a more inclusive one. The 
lower dimension is included in the higher one; it is subsumed 

in it and encompassed by it. Thus 
biology is overarched by psychology, 

psychology by noölogy, 
and noölogy by theology.” (Ultimate Meaning, p. 16)
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Frankl’s 4th dimension
 “In my book TWM I have expressed my conviction that there 

is a dimensional barrier between the human world and the 
divine world...” (UM, p. 156)

 “In German there is a distinction between geistig and
geistlich, the former indicating the human dimension and the 
latter indicating the religious one…” (PE)

Frankl’s 4th dimension (cont’d)
 Restated:
 Divine (eternal, infinite, beyond language, Source, perfection)
 Noëtic (human spirit, soul, realm of meaning)
 Psychic (emotions, intellect)
 Somatic (biophysical, genetic expression, appearance)

Frankl’s 4th dimension
Spirit
Truth
Life
Transcendence
That which is whole
Beyond time & space
Without name & number
Source of Conscience
Eternity
I AM
Fragment of Infinity
Ultimate Meaning
Superhuman
Divine Indweller

Frankl’s 4th dimension

The scales of existence

Spirit

Matter

Blavatsky

Einstein
E=mc2

Human 
Being
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The scales of existence

Ultimate Meaning 

Soma

Soul 
(noëtic)

Noetic

Psyche

Spirit

Matter

The inevitabilities
 If our world was created with purpose, perhaps there are 

certain inevitabilities:
 Is courage desirable?
 Is love of truth desirable?
 Is self-forgetfulness desirable?

Purpose and imperfection
 If we were perfect, each person would be replaceable
 You are unique—you will never be replaced in all of eternity
 If you are created with purpose
 …then even your imperfection is purposeful
 The tension between who we are and what we can be is 

needed and necessary
 That tension becomes the path itself, the bridge itself
 In our imperfection lies hid the secret of our indispensability
 It is the outward manifestation of purpose itself

How do these fit?
Logotherapy: “Education toward responsibility”

Logotherapy leads “to the door of religion, 
…but no further”

Meaning always points to something outside itself

Meaning is available in every situation
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The compass of the past
 First use of the compass: divination (psychic)
Worked without understanding its mechanism
 Second use: navigation, shipping (psyche)
 Imperfect, error-prone: parallax, metal nearby
 Compass requires source:  a field in which it works

Future compass of conscience

 Imperfect, inconstant
 Affected by “objects nearby” and by parallax error
Works without knowing how
 Requires a source, a field in which it operates

 At first, we seek to “read” the compass
With practice, we become the compass itself as we align with 

the field—the source of meaning
 This is what is meant by “living logotherapy”

Living the “heart” of logotherapy

 There is a core of being
 A part of ourselves—Spirit—that cannot get sick

 Our choices and decisions and actions develop the noëtic 
 Our conscience may be imperfect, but we are working toward 

perfection—the source of conscience
 Frankl’s Ultimate Meaning points us to meaning, to 

responsibility, to our greatest gift: free will
 It is in our choices and decisions—and in activating them—

that we grow noëtically, and create the bridge to Ultimate 
Meaning, to our potential perfection

When we can stand in the tension between an overwhelming 
perfection that we sense and the awful imperfection of who 
we are
 And know that we are both spirit and matter
 That somehow we are also the bridge between the highest 

and the lowest that we can know
We can discover the “heart” of logotherapy:

We can know the meaning of meaning
We can increasingly live in the Power of Purpose
We become the compass

…and help others do the same


